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VIABILITY AND ACCESSIBILITY OF URBAN HEAT ISLAND AND LAKE
MICROCLIMATE DATA OVER CURRENT TMY WEATHER DATA FOR

ACCURATE ENERGY DEMAND PREDICTIONS.
IRENA A WECLAWIAK

ABSTRACT

Building Energy Simulations (BES) are necessary for designing energy efficient

systems. An open-source simulation software developed by the Department of Energy

(DOE), EnergyPlus (EP) provides Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) weather data that
consists of a 15-year average. Two major concerns about this data are the inability to detect

extreme conditions and limited data locations. There is a greater number of Microclimate
(MC) stations that can be used for simulations, but it involves time-consuming data

preparation to match the EP format.

This study investigated effects of Urban Heat Island (UHI) and the MC of Lake
Erie. A comparison of the MC data to TMY data was performed by running heating and
cooling calculations with each of the weather datasets in EP. UHI simulation for New York

City Manhattan in July 2020 resulted in a 17.6% higher cooling demand than in the rural
area, and 26.0% higher than the TMY data. Lake MC comparison found an almost 10.0%

difference in July 2019’ cooling demand between two stations located 20 miles apart.
This research reassured that it is essential to include MC data in energy building
design and found a way to eliminate the time-consuming aspect of it. With the help of
Virtual Information Fabric Infrastructure (VIFI) MC data can be automatically prepared
and converted to the correct format. Furthermore, a user-friendly portal that includes both
iii

TMY and MC weather is being developed to make accurate energy simulations highly
accessible.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview
This chapter explains and introduces the concepts of Building Energy Simulations
(BES) and Microclimate (MC). The purpose of this study is to help understand the role of

MC data on building energy simulations, and what impacts it has on energy efficient
buildings and cleaner environment.

1.2 Do we need more energy efficient buildings?

Cities are a major contributor to the world's energy usage, and they are rapidly

expanding. The UN Habitat states that despite taking up less than 2.0% of the Earth’s
surface, cities consume nearly 80.0% of the world’s energy, while producing 2/3rd of

global greenhouse gas emissions [1]. More efficient buildings will profit in many areas.

They will lower the economic cost of heating and cooling by reducing the waste energy,
produce less of the harmful emissions into the atmosphere, and improve people’s quality
of life. [2]. All of these cannot be achieved without having a tool such as Building Energy
Modeling (BEM), that estimates energy consumption and allows us to find the best

building design solution possible.
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1.3 Building Energy Modeling

BEM is used for developing energy efficient systems in buildings. A BEM
software, such as EnergyPlus (EP), takes an input of many variables, including the building

shape, construction materials, Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system,
and lighting. Matched with a weather data file for specific location, BEM calculates

predictions of energy usage. Based on heat transfer equations, it produces results for
thermal loads, heating and cooling demand, and thermal comfort, to name a few. BEM is
widely used in architectural design, HVAC Design and Operation, Building Performance
Rating and Building Stock Analysis. From the policy standpoint it helps to develop energy

efficient codes, green certifications, or tax incentives [3]. Out of the large variety of BEM’s
applications, for this research, HVAC Design is the primary focus.

Figure 1. BEM Fields [3]

In HVAC design, BES help to minimize heating and cooling energy usage, and
therefore the costs. To minimize the HVAC system, the equipment type and size has to be

2

matched adequately to the estimated loads requirements. Oversizing the equipment to meet
the extreme conditions is not an efficient idea, since the system drains a lot of energy and

is unused most of the year. It is comparable to buying an eight-seat van for a family of
three. However, extreme weather conditions cannot be overlooked. Not only for people’s

thermal comfort, but also to prevent power outages, waste energy and equipment

devastation. Providing an energy-efficient solution that meets the extreme conditions
remains an open challenge. One idea is to have a primary system responsible for average

loads, and an inexpensive version of a supplementary system used in extreme cases.
Perhaps solar energy can be utilized as an auxiliary system, which during regular summer
conditions sends excess of the generated energy to the grid, but in case of extremely hot

temperatures it will serve directly as a cooling source.

In order to size the equipment properly, EP needs to know what outdoor
temperatures the HVAC will have to face. TMY are weather files, which are used to design
HVAC based on the average loads [4]. MC data are real time data that can identify the
extraordinary outdoor temperatures. Running simulations with the MC data, would help to

identify what size of the secondary system is needed. Switching to such a coupled system,
has the potential to save energy and money, since it avoids an oversized system to be
running for % of the year, but more research has to be done.

1.4 What is MC, and why add MC data to BEM?
A microclimate is a small area in which climate is different from the surrounding

area. Various factors can contribute to the existence of MCs, such as a large water reservoir,
urban congregation, terrain type, presence of woodlands [5]. This study focuses on the New
York urban MC, and Lake Erie MC.
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As mentioned earlier, MC data is able to detect the extreme events. MC data would

support planning and responding in case of extreme weather events such as Texas 2021

winter storm, which caused power grid failure and billions of dollars damage. Another

purpose of MC data is to identify places that have different local climatological conditions
from their surroundings. MC is a topic that needs to be constantly updated and explored

deeper. Unknown natural causes may alter the current MC or contribute to forming a new
one. Additionally, human activities, such as deforestation, urbanization, and agriculture

may be responsible for changes in the natural weather pattern.
A study conducted by Vogel et al, showed that human induced climate change

contributes to the presence of extraordinary global scale heat waves [5]. Indeed, in the past
several years, extreme hot temperatures have often occurred globally. National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Center for Environmental Information

has noted that in Europe, each year’s July average temperature is a new record. In other
words, heat waves are becoming a more severe, and reoccurring problem [6]. Heat waves
put people’s health at risk and create a building resilience issue.

The overall reason for adding MC data into BEM is to reduce the energy

consumption

and

environmental

impact. However, reducing energy

demand is not a one-man job, but a

collaborative effort. A list of fields,
which would be involved in working
with MC data is presented in Figure 2

below. Accounting for MC data is
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crucial from the supply perspective, as it is directly affected by electricity demands, which
in extreme cases may even lead to power outages. Additionally, based on MC data, Urban

Energy Planners, Energy Policy Makers, and Energy Auditors could redefine the rules and
codes, and propose solutions for more energy efficient urban areas [7].

The summary of this section and what MC affects is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Role of MC in BEM [7]

1.5 Questions this research will answer
Both types of MC effects, Urban and Lake influence small in surface area, but
highly populated places. There is a need to develop a method that will normalize weather

files that account for Lake MC and Urban Climate, in EP Simulations. This study presents

a comparison of energy simulations done with TMY weather datasets to those with MC
data. Additionally, it proposes an idea on how to popularize MC weather data among
researchers via Virtual Information Fabrication Infrastructure (VIFI) infrastructure.
To summarize, the following are questions are answered in this study:

1. How MC extreme events affect building energy consumption?
2. How can MC energy simulations mitigate environmental impact?

5

3. How can MC data become as widely accessible as TMY data?
In this study, two major simulations were performed. Simulation on UHI in New
York City (Chapter 4) and the Lake Erie MC simulation in Ohio (Chapter 5). Chapter 6
describes the potential of popularizing and visualizing MC data for more efficient research.

6

CHAPTER II

LITERATURE BACKGROUND

2.1 What is UHI
Large building aggregations create a phenomenon called Urban Heat Island (UHI).

It is characterized by higher temperatures in the city center, and lower in the rural area.
Every city has its own characteristics; therefore, the temperature differences do not

necessarily follow the exact same pattern. To illustrate the degree of UHI effect’s
possibilities, Vallati et al. performed a simulation on two districts in Rome, Italy, that

resulted in an up to 20.0% increase in cooling demand in the city center compared to a rural
area [8]. Kolokotroni et al. found that London’s city center can be up to 8°C warmer than

the suburbs [9]. While it may bring an advantage in winter when heating is in demand, it

creates an uncontrollable cooling demand during summer. High cooling demand in the

summer creates the alarming problem of a high electricity demand, which if not handled
properly, may cause power outages.

2.2 What causes UHI and how it affects cities
In-house cooling in particular contributes to the UHI. Every building produces heat.

The buildings are never completely insulated, so a portion of warm air will always manage
to escape outside. Additionally, concrete roads and pavements absorb the heat more than

7

natural Earth surfaces. According to the heat transfer rules, which indicates that heat is
transferred from higher temperature to the lower, roads release their heat to the surrounding

air raising its temperature.

Buildings affect the climate in several ways. Javanroodi et al. showed that the urban

morphology can reduce the wind speed by 27.0% and increase air temperature by over
14.0%. As a consequence, the peak cooling energy demand increased by 13.0% compared
to simulations run with typical TMY weather data [10].
Firstly, a city’s geometry and layout change the wind speed and direction, and

therefore heat loads [11]. In general, wind speeds are lower in the highly built-up area [12].
However, in some cases, tall buildings create city canyons, meaning that the air is on a

guided path, with limited space to escape. That is when the wind tunnel effect is created,
and wind in such tunnels can achieve a very high speed. This causes significant local
differences in wind behavior and heat distribution [13]. Mortezazadeh et al. in a Montreal,
8

Canada MC study found that for the investigated region, the wind speed variation of 4 m/s

was responsible for a temperature difference of 4°C [14].
Secondly, heat convection and radiation cause exterior walls and other surfaces to

exchange heat with the outside environment [15]. There is no perfectly isolated building.
Heat from the inside of the building escapes naturally, even through physical barriers such
as walls. The heat escape from a single building is not large, but if multiplied by the number

of buildings in the city, it creates a significant difference in the rising urban outside
temperature.

Lastly, all HVAC systems release heat outside through the exhaust units. In the

kitchen alone, much heat is produced. When cooking on the stove, the first thing we do is

turn on the vent. Hot air from the vent is released outside, adding heat to the urban air
temperature. Other sources of heat transfer from inside to outdoors are large electrical

devices, such as a laundry machine, dryer, or ventilating the bathroom after taking a hot
shower [7]. Not only temperature and wind can be affected by a large urban MC, but also
rainfall, snowfall, and air pressure. In particular, increase in the fog frequency, storm
intensity, polluted air concentration and duration of the pollution above the urban area.

2.3 Lake Effect
One of the unique characteristics of water, is its high specific heat capacity. It takes

a long time and a load of energy to raise the temperature of the water. However, once it is
raised, it does not give away the heat quickly, but instead stays warm for a long time [16].

Now let’s think about it in terms of a large reservoir, such as a lake. According to Dobson

et al. the lake retains the heat longer, which causes lake areas to experience fewer
excessively high temperature variations than the inland regions [17]. In the summer, the

9

sun and the warm air starts heating up the lake. When the fall starts, and the sun is not as

strong anymore, the lake slowly releases its heat to the surrounding air. As an effect, the
fall is delayed. It works the other way around too. Cold air during winter cools down the
water’s temperature, and when the spring comes, the lake cools down the air [18].

Water characteristics described above have a large impact on snow and wind. Since
water releases heat relatively slowly, it is not uncommon, for the lake’s temperature during

winter to be warmer than the air. As the cold air moves above the warm water, the heat and

moisture initiate cloud formation. As the wind pushes more of that air, clouds get bigger,
and by the time they reach the shore, they are heavy enough to release snow [19]. This is

known as a snow lake effect.

10

Figure 6: Lake snow effect [19]

Due to the temperature and pressure differences between the land and the water,
winds often occur near oceans and lakes [20]. A large flat area is perfect for wind to reach
high speed, since from the fluid dynamics standpoint, the flat profile removes the obstacles

that cause a turbulent flow.

2.4 TMY weather data
Current building energy simulations in the U.S use TMY weather data from the U.S

Department of Energy (DOE), which is ready to download and run with EP in just a few
clicks. However, aside from being convenient, these data files have three major drawbacks.
First of all, the data collecting stations are usually located at airports in the rural areas,

which means they cannot identify the urban MC effect. Secondly, TMY data is the hourly
climate normal, computed for 1 year, as an average of a period from 1991 to 2005 [4].

Therefore, this standard meteorological data is inaccurate for designing systems that must
11

meet the worst-case conditions [7]. Lastly, there is a limited number of TMY weather files
and locations. The screen capture below shows the distribution of the locations in Ohio for

which there are available TMY files to download. Some cities are not covered and have to
rely on the closest location instead. The weather difference between two arbitrary locations

can be amplified by the lake’s MC effect, especially for locations within 50 miles from the
Lake Erie shore.

Figure 7: Ohio TMY weather files locations [4]

2.5 Microclimate data
To achieve an accurate assessment of building energy heating and cooling in urban and

lakeside areas, it is essential to integrate a data set which accounts for MC effects and
increasing heat wave phenomenon. In 1820, Luke Howard published data that were a first
12

scientific proof of temperature variations between downtown London and the country area

[9]. Since then, many studies from cities all over the world have examined and documented
the impacts of urban MC on building energy consumption.

1. Referring back to the causes that stand behind creating new MCs, the measurement

study by Toparlar et al. for Antwerp, Belgium explored the effects of an urban park
on the temperatures and energy demand in the same urban area. It was shown that

temperatures in July 2013 close to “Stadspark” (35 acres area) were on average

0.9°C lower than in a location further away from the park. The building energy
simulation found an average 30.6% lower cooling demand (CD) from the urban
area to the rural area, and 17.3% lower CD from urban park to the rural area. This

study concluded that building away from the park had a 13.9% lower CD than the
building close to the park [21].
2. Modeling study on UHI conducted by Vallati et al. consist of the analysis on a

three-story residential building in Rome, Italy. Results show a 33.0% higher CD in
the summer of 2016 for Lanciani, in the city center compared to the TMY airport

data, and a 20.0% higher CD compared to the rural area of Rome. The writers note
the positive aspect of UHI, which causes the heating demand (HD) in winter to

decrease by a percent ranging from 4.0% up to 32.0% [22].

3. Mosteiro-Romero et al. performed a case study in Zurich, Switzerland and
demonstrated an average 5.0% increase in CD on July 3rd, 2015, considering the
MC data, and 15.0% increase in peak CD [23].
4. A Montreal, Canada case study tested the UHI for a three-day heatwave in 2017.

During July 21-23, 3°C difference in temperature between downtown and the
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surrounding area was observed. Downtown Montreal, temperature reached 36 deg,

while the suburbs noted 33°C [14].

5. Hong et al. analyzed San Francisco’s MC and its impact on building energy
performance during 2017 Labor Day heatwave. On September 1st, 2017,
temperature variations reached 11°C between the coastal and downtown area,

which influenced the peak cooling energy demand to differ by 30.0% [7].

The role of local MC generated by large bodies of water has not been as well

documented as urban MC. The following studies implied the lack of focus on lake MC
effect on building energy predictions.
1. Dobson et al. in a recent article explored the temperature variations between the
southern coast of Lake Erie and inland regions in Pennsylvania using historical data

from 1948 to 2017. They found that yearly average temperatures for both regions
increased. They proved the storing heat capacity of lake effect by comparing the
first fall frost which for coastal regions were delayed by 15-20 days compared to
the inland regions (beginning of November vs Mid-October). During the scope of
the tested years, this study also noted a significant shift in the first fall frost date.

Large climatological differences were demonstrated in relatively close distances

from each other. It was concluded that the changing climate affects the Great Lake’s
region and that further studies observing climate change may benefit from

considering MCs [17].
2. A building energy performance study conducted on Lake Trasimeno (128 km2

area), central Italy by Pisello et al. compared the energy demand for a building

located in the rural lake area to the urban area located 20 km away. Results for July

14

- August 2014 show a 58.0% increase in CD at a location by the lake, from the
urban area. The authors explain that this contrary result could have been caused by

the unequal position of the temperature sensors. This research highlighted the

importance of accuracy of the measured weather data in MC study [24].
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CHAPTER III

ENERGYPLUS

The two case studies in this research were performed with a building energy
modeling application, EnergyPlus (EP). EP is an open-source software designed to model

energy consumption in buildings, in particular: heating, cooling, lighting and ventilation.

It is funded by the U.S DOE, and is constantly being updated to new versions with the
latest features. This section explains the major features of EP that were utilized for this

research.

3.1 EP Launch
The EP- Launch is the main window used to manage input and output files. It has
three main sections shown in Figure 8: Input File, Weather File, and Results.
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Figure 8: EP - Launch

The Building Energy Simulation (BES) process starts in a visual modeling
software, Sketch-up or OpenStudio. The building shape is drawn, with windows, doors,

and any necessary details such as blinds or other shading techniques. The drawing file is

then converted into an IDF file with the OpenStudio plug-in, which is available for
download online. Then, this IDF file can be edited in the IDF editor, by adding the

materials, construction details, heating, and cooling systems. Based on the desired location,
the available weather files can be downloaded from the EP website. Having these two input

files ready, the simulation can begin by clicking the “Simulate” button. The results can be
customized and viewed in different formats. The HTML format is a favorable way that
clearly shows the heating and cooling loads for the entered period. The IDF file can be
altered at any point in the IDF Editor.
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3.2 IDF Editor
The IDF Editor is a space for editing objects for a specific simulation. There are
two ways of editing the conditions: text editor, and IDF editor. The text editor requires us
to manually type in changes we wish to include. The IDF editor is a user-friendly version

of the text editor. In the left top corner, there is a list of objects that can be added to the

simulation, for example material, boiler, and electronic equipment. After clicking on an
item of interest, a short description appears. A button “New Object” creates an instance of

a class and leaves space to input the details. The most important classes used for the two
case studies are described below.

Figure 9: EP IDF Editor

3.3 Run Period
Run Period is a class that allows us to specify the duration of the simulation. The
minimum is one day, and the maximum is one year. By specifying the beginning and
ending month and day, it gives flexibility for the analysis of a desired period.
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Figure 10: Run Period Class

3.4 Material
In this section materials the building is made of along with their properties are
selected. A table with common materials and their properties is available in the EP library,

from which we can copy the object and paste it into the Editor. This way we do not have
to search for material’s detailed characteristics. However, we are not limited to use the
default properties. EP gives a great freedom of customization, allowing the user to create

their own materials, by specifying the conductivity, mass, density, specific heat, etc.
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Figure 11: Material Class

3.5 Construction
Materials prepared in the previous class are used to compose, layer by layer, the

construction of walls, windows, floors, and ceilings. EP library contains default
constructions that can be used directly or altered according to the building design.

Figure 12: Construction Class
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3.6 Building Surface Detailed
In this class, surfaces from the visual drawing editor are listed. EP knows the Surface

Type, meaning it knows which surface is an exterior wall, which is a floor, or a ceiling.

The user has to manually input the construction type for each of the surfaces under the

Construction Name tab. EP also knows from the Sketchup model the outside boundary of
each surface, precisely which surface is exposed to the sun and wind. This information is

crucial for performing an accurate simulation, as spaces below the ground not exposed to
the sun and wind will use less heating and cooling energy.

Figure 13: Building Surface Detailed Class

3.7 Zone
Zone is a volume in a building that has a uniform temperature. For example, in an

apartment building, each apartment is a separate zone. In a school building, hallways and
classrooms are considered separate zones. Zones are defined in the drawing editor, which

is then automatically transferred to the IDF file.
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Figure 14: Zone Class

3.8 HVAC
EP simulation can run without the HVAC, it simply assumes that there are no
conditioned areas, and therefore no cooling or heating loads. For most simulations
however, HVAC is inseparable from the rest of the simulation. EP has many templates

available, based on the desired HVAC type. The list of available templates is presented and
explained below.
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PTAC

• Packaged terminal air conditioner

PTHP

• Packaged terminal air-to-air heat pump

VRF

• Variable Refrigerant Flow
• Zone terminal unit

Unitary

• Variable Air Volume (water to air)

VAV

• Dedicated outdoor air systems

DOAS
Dual Duct

Constant Volume
Heat pumps

• Constant or variable
• Optional reheat
• Water to air
• 4 pipe fan coil unit

Fan coil

Baseboard heat

• with optional hot water boiler

Figure 15: Available HVAC templates in EP

The EP Input Output Reference, which can be found on the EP website, provides
instructions and insight on which objects need to be added to the desired system [4].
Physics behind EP

EP uses numerous physics equations to accurately calculate heat loads and energy
usage described in the engineering reference document [4]. The main loads can be divided

into external and internal heat gains. External heat gains are primarily heat transfers
through the walls and windows, while the sources for the internal heat gains are for example

people, lighting, and electric equipment [39]. Based on materials and their properties,
conduction, convection, and radiation are calculated.
1. Conduction heat flux at exterior and interior surface is calculated with Conduction
Transfer Functions (CTFs):
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EP uses transient equations, which means they account for changes in temperature

every hour. When starting the calculations, an assumption has to be made that the heat flux
prior to this calculation is set to zero. With every other iteration, past heat flux is the one
that was calculated right before [40]. To calculate CTF coefficients, EP uses the state space

method, defined by linear matrix equations, and solved with first order differential
equations with constant coefficients, and power series. Although determining CTF

coefficients is challenging, they can be applied to any surface type, and need to be

calculated only once in a simulation for a given construction type [4].
2. Convection to exterior and interior surfaces:
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Where h is the convection heat transfer coefficient h = CVs0.5 (4) for high rise buildings.

Vs is wind speed in m/s

to is the outside temperature
tos,j,0 is outside surface temperature
ti interior temperature
tis,j,Ө interior surface temperature

Equation 4: Convection heat transfer coefficient

3. Absorbed solar heat gain:

Equation 5: Absorbed solar heat gain
Where a is solar absorptivity of the surface
Gt is total solar irradiation on the surface W/m2

4. Thermal radiation (diffused)

Equation 6: Thermal radiation
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5. Schematic
Schematic in Figure 16 shows a graphical representation of the above equations.

Figure 16: Graphical representation of heat balance [38]
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CHAPTER IV

NYC SIMULATION
The first case study investigated the Urban Heat Island (UHI) in New York City.
Weather files for NYC were split into different locations within the city and matched with

a residential building file representing a large apartment complex. The first goal of this
study was to test the accuracy of TMY data in case of extreme events. To accomplish that,
both MC and TMY weather data were collected from the same station, JFK Airport. The

second goal was to analyze the UHI effect. MC energy usage calculated for highly

concentrated areas, in particular Manhattan, Queens and Brooklyn and the rural airport area
was compared to the energy results simulated with the TMY weather file. Lastly, two major
heatwaves in July 2020 were identified, and their CDs compared.

4.1 Location
One of the most famous cities in the world, New York City is located on the East

Coast of the United States of America. Its climate can be described as humid subtropical,
with hot humid summers, and cool winters [25]. While the population exceeds 8mln, in

2019 alone, NYC welcomed over 66mln tourists [26].

Such massive population

contributes to the growing UHI effect. The map below shows 5 locations that were used
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for this simulation. The red stars denote MC stations, while the green one represents the

TMY station.

Figure 17: Map of NYC Case study locations
Manhattan is the most populated county in the United States. Its density exceeds

70,000 residents per square mile, (28,154/km2) [36]. For comparison, Brooklyn’s density

is 38,634/mi2 (14,917/km2), and Queens’ 22,124/mi2 (8,542/km2) [27].

4.2 Building Description
The building used for the simulation is a High-Rise Apartment Building, designed

according to the ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1. The file was created by The Office
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of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy and is publicly available for download [28].

The Apartment Building is a 10-story simple construction with the area of 7836 m2. It is
based on a rectangular shape, with a flat roof. The purpose of this building is to provide a

comfortable living space for multiple families.

Figure 18: High-Rise Apartment Building

The building is split into 90 thermal zones that are comprised of apartments, offices, and

hallways. There are 140 windows. The building is oriented East-West along the longer
side.
4.2.1 Heating and Cooling
Cooling designed for this building is a centralized AC system with a chiller.

Heating is designed as an efficient dual system. There are unitary, electric, water to air heat
pumps for each zone and one central boiler that supplies heat by burning natural gas.

Temperature in each zone is controlled by a separate thermostat. Throughout the whole

unit, 236 fans are installed.
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4.2.2 Materials and Construction
List of materials used for this construction is presented in the Table 1.

Table 1 : High Rise Apartment Materials

Envelope

Materials

Thickness

Element

U [Wm2K-1]

[mm]

Exterior Walls

Stucco, gypsum, insulation

57

Interior Walls

Gypsum board

26

Roof

Build-up roofing, insulation,

metal surface
Floor

Concrete, carpet

Windows

glass

100

2.15

4.3 MC data
MC data for New York City was available through the Coastal Urban
Environmental Research Group [37]. This Research Group uses Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF) model to create a geospatial animation of the weather forecast for a

bounding box. Moreover, it allows us to download weather outputs, for any coordinate in
the bounding box. These data can be converted into readable hourly datasets with python

code. For the first part of this study, JFK airport was chosen as a location for both MC and

TMY data. In the UHI part of this study, four locations were selected. The list of the
locations with their coordinates entered in the python code is presented Figure 19 below.
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Figure 19: NYC Locations and Coordinates [41],[42],[43],[44],[45]

The process obtaining MC data for EP simulations starts with downloading a file
for a desired day from cuny.edu. Software has to be used to extract the downloaded zip

folder with weather data, to a new empty folder. The downloaded folder contains many
files, and any file that is not described as “d03” has to be removed. For 1 day, only 24
“d03” files can be in the newly created folder. A python code is run on this folder to extract

the desired variable, for example T2, dry bulb temperature at 2m height. In the python
code, folder location, coordinates, and the name of the variable have to be specified.

Running the python code writes hourly data of the selected variable into a CSV file.

Meanwhile, a pre-existing TMY weather file with the extension EPW, (EP Weather) for
New York has to be converted into a CSV format with EP application, “Weather Statistics
and Conversions”. Then we are able to view the TMY CSV file in Excel, and substitute

values from the python output, into the correct spot in the CSV file, bounded by the variable
and date. The edited CSV file has to be converted back into EPW, again with Weather
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Statistics and Conversions. That file is then ready to be run with the EP software. Figure
20 shows a simplified summary of this workflow.

Figure 20: NYC Microclimate data conversion process
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Working with New York MC data is time and computer space consuming. The data for
one day has 2.5 GB and takes approximately 10 min to download, depending on the Internet

speed. Each downloaded output is a zip folder with 239 files, which extracting with 9zip
software took roughly 2min. What is needed from this weather data for one day was 24

files of the total size 632 MB. Repeating this process for 365 days takes up over 900 GB,
while the necessary data takes “only” 230 GB. That is approximately

1/4

of the total space

taken by the whole set of data. In the future, this process can be automated with the use of
the VIFI, where the user will input variables that they are interested in and receive only
one csv file with extracted and sorted variables. This automated method would be a time

saving solution for this type of data import, more of which was described in the
“Microclimate Data accessibility” chapter.4.4 Methodology
To perform an EP simulation, two files are needed, weather file, and the building

file. In this case, an already made building IDF model was downloaded from the Office of

Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy [28].
The TMY New York weather file is available for download at the EnergyPlus
Website in EPW format [8]. Using the Weather Statistics and Conversions application

associated with EP, the downloaded EPW file is converted to CSV, and altered in Microsoft
Excel. Gathered MC data variables for each location are copied and pasted in the CSV

weather file. Variables used in both simulations are listed in Figure 21 below. The CSV
file is then converted back into EPW format, and the simulation runs with the new weather
file. Each time a different weather data is used, new heating and cooling values are

calculated. The results can then be compared and repeated for different periods of time,
and different locations.
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Figure 21: List of variables extracted from MC data

4.5 Simulation results
4.5.1 MC and TMY comparison

In the first part of this simulation, the focus was on the differences between MC
and TMY data from the same station. In July 2020 temperatures at the John F. Kennedy’s

Airport in New York City, were a lot higher than the average TMY temperatures. The
graph plotted in Figure 22 shows the differences between the average TMY and MC JFK
dry bulb temperature. The orange line is the MC data, the green one is TMY. Highlighted
in the red rectangle is the period of the heat wave that hovered over the city. During the
heat wave, max hourly temperatures exceeded 35°C (95°F).
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Figure 22: July 2020 TMY vs. MC at JFK - Temperature graph
Figure 23 shows energy comparison used for cooling in July. The CD in Giga Joules

[GJ] predicted by TMY for the JFK station is 8.2% lower than MC July 2021, but 9.7%
higher than July 2020.
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Figure 23: TMY vs. MC cooling comparison4.5.2 UHI comparison

The second part of this simulation focuses on the UHI effect, by comparing the
stations downtown, to the MC and TMY data at the airport. The UHI simulation is analyzed

over the months of July 2021 and 2020, since July is the warmest month of the year in that
location. The graph plotted in Figure 24 shows the differences between the average TMY
and MC Manhattan dry bulb temperature. In the “July 2020” graph, during the second part

of the month the MC temperature is significantly larger than the TMY.
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Figure 24: July 2020 TMY vs. Manhattan - Temperature

Table 2 presents the results of the CD in each of the locations that the simulation

was run for.
Table 2: Cooling results for New York City case study
Brooklyn

July 2021

96 GJ

July 2020

112 GJ

Queens

91 GJ

106 GJ

Manhattan

Upper
Manhattan

JFK

TMY

100 GJ

98 GJ

84 GJ

93 GJ

118 GJ

118 GJ

101 GJ

93 GJ

The differences in CD between each of these locations are significant. In July 2020,
Manhattan’s energy usage exceeded 118 GJ, which was higher by over 17.6% than MC

data at JFK, and 26.0% higher than the base TMY weather data. The graph below helps to
visualize the cooling energy demand comparison between different datasets. JFK MC data

and TMY data are the two lowest values. The area of the tallest building concentration is

Manhattan near the Empire State Building, and Upper Manhattan, north of Central Park.
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The results are according to the UHI effect, because as shown in Table 2 and in Figure 25,
in the city center, the energy demand is the largest.

Figure 25: July 2020 CD Comparison

Although July 2021 was not as hot as July 2020, the differences in CD between the

tested locations are not any less explicit as in the year before. The overall trend of the
orange line in Figure 26 is slightly higher. These temperature differences are reflected on

the energy needed for cooling.

Figure 26: TMY vs. Manhattan July 2021 - Temperature
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UHI results from the July 2021 simulation demonstrates 19.7% higher CD in the
downtown Manhattan area than in the MC airport area, and 8.0% higher than TMY airport

data. The more urbanized the area, the higher the CD. Indeed, residential areas, Brooklyn,
and Queens in 2021 have lower energy demand than the skyscrapers area in Manhattan by
4.7% and 10.8%. Results are graphed in Figure 27.

Figure 27: NYC July 2021 CD Comparison
4.5.3 Heatwaves
Based on the July 2020 and 2021 weather data, consecutive periods of days with
extremely high temperatures were identified and selected for a separate simulation. July

18th - 21st 2020 was a 4-day heatwave where each day maximum temperatures in
Manhattan exceeded 35°C. Based on the EP results we can say that cooling in Manhattan

was 24.9% higher than JFK MC, and 32.7% higher than JFK TMY.
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Figure 28: July 18-21, 2020, heatwave
July 26-28th 2021 was a second heatwave in New York City, with three hot

consecutive days with maximum temperatures in a day exceeding 36°C. Here cooling in
Manhattan 15.4% was higher than JFK MC, and 79.3% higher than JFK TMY.
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CHAPTER V

OHIO SIMULATION

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the differences between MC and TMY
data in locations that are not in a list of TMY stations. This simulation investigates the MC

effect of the lake, and its contribution to variations in weather conditions between MC and

TMY data stations. The Music and Communication’s building at Cleveland State
University was chosen as an experimental building to run EP simulations.

5.1 Location
Based on the distance from the closest TMY weather stations, as well as distance
from Lake Erie, four MC locations were selected. Marblehead, Elyria, Ashtabula, and
Marion, shown on the map below, must rely on the closest TMY weather data for current

energy demand simulations. The red stars are placed in the location of the MC stations, and
the green stars represent TMY stations. For three MC locations, two TMY stations were
considered for testing to have the full scope of results: Ashtabula, located halfway from

Cleveland-Lakefront to Erie, PA, Marblehead, between Toledo and Cleveland-Hopkins,
and Marion, close to Mansfield and Columbus.

Marblehead, Elyria, and Ashtabula fall under a strong lake effect since they are
located within 10 miles of Lake Erie’s shore. To test the influence of the lake effect, one
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station away from the shore was selected. Marion is 50 miles inland, which means it
experiences weaker effects from the lake.

All four selected MC locations are part of the Great Lakes region. Located south of the
Lake Erie, Northern Ohio has humid a continental climate, which is characterized by hot
summers and cold and snowy winters.

5.2 Lake Erie
Despite being one of the smallest of all the Great Lakes, Lake Erie’s surface area

(25,667 km2) is bigger than the American state Vermont, or the European country Slovenia.
Its shoreline touches several states, Michigan, New York, Ohio, (US) and Ontario

(Canada), but the largest city located on the shore is Cleveland, OH [29]. The lake is known
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to be responsible for creating a MC, which influences the agriculture. This study explored

the consequences of the lake MC on building energy demand.

5.3 Building Description
Cleveland State University Music and Communication Building, opened in 1990
and is located downtown Cleveland [30]. A virtual model designed in Sketchup is

presented in the picture below. It represents a 5-story construction with the total area of
15,331 m2. The building was designed to meet the needs of musically talented students.

The idea had to extend over regular classrooms, offering the students space to rehearse,
practice, and perform.

Figure 31: CSU Music and Communications building - Isometric View
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Figure 32: CSU Music and Communications building - Front View

5.3.1 Building envelope

The Music Building contains three large rehearsal halls, two concert halls, two
chamber music rehearsal rooms, four electronic music/computer laboratories as well as
practice rooms, teaching spaces and classrooms [31]. The layout in Figure 34 below

presents a detailed floor plan of the First Floor of the Music Building. In reality, the
building has many zones based on the room purpose and type. However, to simplify the

design process, it was split into 22 thermal zones. The number next to the name of the zone

indicates the floor level. Zones East and West 2, 3 and 4 cover classrooms on the upper
three levels (floor plans for floors 2-4 are in Figures 69-71 in the appendix). Plenum areas

are unconditioned zones, used only as an HVAC equipment storage in the Lower-Level

mechanical room (Figure 69 in the appendix). The TV Studio zone in the lower left corner
in reality is a continuation of the West zone, which the architect drew separately on the
plan due to lack of space in the upper left part of the drawing.
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Figure 34: CSU Music Building floor plan - Floor 1
5.3.2 Heating and Cooling

The Music Building uses a Variable Air Volume, (VAV), which uses the Air
Handling Unit (AHU) to supply air at a variable temperature and air flow. The ability of
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the VAV to meet distinct heating and cooling needs for different zones is an attractive

characteristic for large commercial buildings. Controlling the flow of air can be possible

by partially closing the air outlet into the zone [32]. The cold air supply comes from a
chiller, and the hot air and water supply from district heating. Modeling HVAC systems is

complicated enough, but available templates in Energy Plus take the workload from the
user when designing simple simulations.

5.3.3 Materials and Construction

Table 3 contains information about materials that make up the envelope in the
Music Building according to the type of the envelope element.

Table 3: CSU Music and Communications Building materials

Envelope Element

Materials

Thickness [mm]

Exterior Walls

Brick, concrete

300

Interior Walls

Gypsum board
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Roof

Concrete, insulation, acoustic tile

100

Floor

Acoustic tile, concrete

100

Windows

Glass, double pane

15

5.4 MC data
MC data is available through the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association
Local Climatological Dataset [33]. Data is written in a CSV format, compatible with

Microsoft Excel. To be suitable for a simulation in EP, it has to be converted to EPW (EP
Weather) format with an app associated with EP, “Weather Statistic and Conversions”.
However, the app does not just convert any file. Data has to be cleaned up and manually

prepared to match the specific format, for the Weather app to be able to translate it into

EPW. The complete process of obtaining data from the NOAA website is described below.
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Firstly, desired location and data period has to be chosen from the local climatological

database. Then the selected file will become available to download. In the data editing

process, unnecessary variables should be deleted. For this simulation other variables except
Dry Bulb, Dew Point, Relative Humidity, Wind Direction, and Wind Speed were removed.
Then, the time and date were filtered to get exactly one data point per hour. Missing data

points must be identified, and interpolated. All the values have to be converted to SI units.
At that point, data is ready to be substituted into the correct cells in pre-existing TMY CSV

weather file. The process of manually filtering and interpolating missing data points is time
consuming but could be automated. More on MC data automation was described in the MC

Accessibility Chapter. The schematic is Figure 35 shows a summarized workflow of MC

Data editing.

Figure 35: Ohio case study MC data conversion

5.5 Methodology
The method applied in this chapter is similar to the NYC case study, but here the
IDF model had to be created from scratch. The virtual model of the Music Building was

constructed in SketchUp, based on hand-drawn architectural files (example shown below).
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An Open Studio plug-in enables us to convert physical models to an IDF, the only format
suitable for EP simulations. Structural and Mechanical files of the Music Building contain
information about the envelope’s construction details, materials and HVAC, which are the
base of the EP Editor input.

Figure 36: CSU Music Building architectural drawing - north, south, east, west view

The created building IDF file was matched with each of the prepared MC weather
datasets to run with EP. Various simulations were run based on the locations and run
period. Monthly heating and cooling values in GJ were recorded and analyzed. Findings

and comparison are described in next section. Schematic in Figure 37 summarizes the
workflow done for this case study.
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Figure 37: Ohio case study workflow

5.6 Simulation Results
5.6.1 Marblehead

Although being 44 miles away, Toledo is the closest location to Marblehead that

has TMY data. Marblehead is located at the shore of Lake Erie, which means it falls under

a stronger lake effect, than Toledo’s weather station, which is 20 miles away from the
shore. Another TMY station in a close geographical proximity of Marblehead is Cleveland
Hopkins. It is 60 miles away, but only 8 miles south of Lake Erie. The reason it is included

in this simulation is its relatively close distance from Lake Erie, which means it experiences

a stronger lake effect than Toledo’s station. Since Marblehead has the strongest lake effect,
the lake effect on Hopkins’s station might be more accurate than Toledo’s. In this section,

MC energy cooling and heating will be compared to both TMY stations to determine the
accuracy of TMY data.
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Figure 38: Marblehead vs Toledo and Cleveland distance - map

5.6.1.1 Cooling Toledo and Hopkins

The comparison of the cooling results for Toledo TMY weather data and MC data
for Marblehead in 2019 is presented in the graph in Figure 39. Similarly, to the NYC

simulation, the orange column represents MC data, and the green shade is TMY data. From
the graph it is observed that for every month the MC CD is higher than the average in

Toledo.
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Figure 39: Marblehead summer 2019 cooling comparison

The month that really stands out is July, in which, according to Marblehead MC
data, a large school building would use 27.5% more energy for cooling than what TMY
data predicts for Toledo, and 21.2% more than Cleveland Hopkins. This large percentage

increase is a result of hotter temperatures in Marblehead that directly influence its CD. July

is usually the hottest month in Northeast Ohio, and this time it was not any different.
Monthly peak cooling value in this year in Marblehead was simulated to be 239 GJ, while

a prediction for Toledo and Cleveland Hopkins with TMY data was only 187 GJ and 197
GJ respectively.

The line graph in Figure 40 shows the dry bulb temperature comparison for July
2019 Marblehead to Toledo TMY dataset. This graph provides a visual explanation of the
differences in CD, by displaying a huge variation in temperatures. In the red rectangles the

largest differences are enclosed, varying even up to 14°C.
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Figure 40: Marblehead vs Toledo July 2019 - temperature
Figure 41 includes 5 datasets. Two of which are TMY, Cleveland-Hopkins and
Toledo represented by the green colors. MC years for Marblehead are described in the

shades of red.

While June’s columns are pretty much equal, August and September values for MC
data are consistently higher than TMY’s. This is a great example of one of the effects of
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the lake. Lake Erie stores the heat during the summer and releases it when the surrounding

air temperatures start to get cooler. Therefore, September in particular, at the lakeshore has
higher CD than the slightly less affected by the lake: Toledo, and Cleveland-Hopkins’

station. The pattern of July being the hottest is followed in every year tested. However, in
August 2018 the difference between July and August was only 3.0%. To compare, Toledo’s

TMY assumes 26.0% difference in July and August cooling, Hopkins’s 24.5%, and
Marblehead in 2019, 32.7%.

All Toledo’s values are lower than Cleveland’s, which indicates that it experiences

milder summers. June in Toledo is 9.8% colder than in Cleveland, and July 5.0% colder.
On the other hand, difference in August and September is almost negligible. MC values for
June, August and September are consistently higher than TMY’s. Between the two TMY

datasets, Cleveland-Hopkins is closer to Marblehead’s weather pattern despite being
located further than Toledo. Nevertheless, neither dataset alone, seems to be sufficient for
accurate BES.

5.6.1.2 Heating Toledo and Hopkins

Winter of 2015 was one of the most extreme in recent history, and the HDs reflected
that. In January and February combined, year 2015 in Marblehead required 2110 GJ, which

was 17.0% higher than 1800 GJ for those two months in Toledo, and 19.2% higher than in
Cleveland-Hopkins. MC data for December in Marblehead were not included due to

missing data points. Just like July is considered the hottest month of the year, January is
usually the known as coldest. However, that was not the case in 2015. Winter 2015 was
extreme not only in terms of the temperature and HD, but also in the peak heating month.
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As it was observed in the following simulations, in most of the Northern Ohio’s cities,

February 2015 was colder than January.

Figure 42: Marblehead vs TMY winter 2015 HD
Figure 43 displays the total comparison of all the datasets. This comparison
strengthens the statement that winter of 2015 was a truly extraordinary event. HD for the

years of 2018 and 2019 was lower than TMY prediction for January and February. In 2018
and 2019, January reclaimed the title of the coldest month in a year. An interesting

observation can be found in the heating values for March. Although the HD in March is
nowhere near the monthly peak values from January or February, the MC data for three

tested years seems to agree to have larger HD than in Toledo and Cleveland Hopkins. This
is a result of the lake effect and water’s heat storing capacities, which causes winters at the
lake to end later than in cities located in the more continental region.
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Figure 43: Marblehead vs TMY winter HD

The peak winter HD month in Cleveland is January, while for Toledo it seems to
be December. Toledo has a higher HD than Cleveland in December by 26.4%. MC heating

values show a milder December, but just as strong January, followed by the extreme
conditions in February 2015, which could not have been detected if simulating only based
on the TMY datasets.

5.6.2 Elyria

Elyria is located about 20 miles west of the Cleveland Hopkins airport, which is the
closest TMY weather station. Using the Music Building file, TMY monthly energy data
for Hopkins was compared to the MC energy data for Elyria. Tested years for the MC
simulations are 2005, 2015, 2019 and 2020. 2005 was the first year when a weather stations

in Elyria started recording data. Including it in this simulation will allow us to observe the
change in cooling and HD between now and 20 years ago.
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Figure 44: Elyria vs Cleveland distance - map

5.6.2.1 Elyria Cooling
Figure 45 shows CD for June, July, August, and September. In every month, at least
one MC dataset was larger than the TMY. Elyria in June 2005 had a 10.2% higher cooling

energy consumption than Cleveland, and 1.4% higher in July 2019.

Figure 45: Elyria vs Cleveland summer CD
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5.6.2.2 Elyria Heating
A comparison of heating requirements was presented in this section. Winter of 2015
will be remembered as one of the coldest in recent history of Northern Ohio. The MC HD

for January and February combines was 22.8% higher than TMY HD at Cleveland-Hopkins

airport. The peak of TMY dataset was January, 932 GJ. Meanwhile, the monthly peak of

MC HD was February, and its HD was 20.6% higher than January at Cleveland Airport.

Figure 46: Elyria vs Cleveland winter 2015 HD
Figure 47 shows dry bulb temperatures for January and February. Blue line

represents Cleveland TMY temperatures, and the orange line - MC Elyria for 2015. The
temperature differences between the two datasets are around 30°C, and the highest even

up to 36°C.
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Figure 47: Elyria vs Hopkins Jan-Feb 2015 - temperature
Figure 48 contains a complete comparison of all the tested years over January,

February, and March. Year 2015 stands out the most, while other years have monthly
values close to the average of Hopkins. February and January combined in Elyria had a

22.8% higher HD than TMY Hopkins.

Figure 48: Elyria vs Cleveland winter HD
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5.6.3 Ashtabula

Ashtabula is located in between two TMY stations, Cleveland Lakefront, and Erie
PA. The distance from Ashtabula to Cleveland Lakefront is 50 miles, and 40 miles to Erie
PA. Using the Music Building, TMY monthly energy data for both Cleveland-Lakefront

and Erie PA were compared to the MC Ashtabula energy data.

Figure 49: Ashtabula vs Cleveland and Erie PA distance - map

5.6.3.1 Ashtabula Cooling

This section presents a comparison of MC data for Ashtabula to TMY data for Erie
PA and Cleveland-Lakefront. Figure 50 shows the CD for June, July, August, and

September. The green columns represent the TMY datasets, while the red shades
correspond to each of the MC years for Ashtabula, 2005, 2015, 2019 and 2020. A clear
dominance of the MC results over TMY Erie PA can be seen. For June, July, and August,

in all of the tested years, CD values are larger than what TMY suggests for Erie PA. In
June, these differences were up to 40.0% larger, since Erie PA would need 121 GJ, and

Ashtabula in 2005, 170 GJ. For comparison, June according to MC data was 13.2% higher
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than the Cleveland Lakefront. For each considered dataset, July was the hottest month, and
therefore it is the cooling peak value. Between the two TMY datasets, in the summer

months, June, and July in particular, TMY Lakefront anticipated higher CDs than Erie PA,
by 35.0% and 20.6% respectively.

Figure 50: Ashtabula vs TMY summer CD
A large school building in Erie PA and Lakefront OH was anticipated to use 152
GJ and 183 GJ of electricity on cooling in July, respectively. Meanwhile, the same building

in Ashtabula in 2019 was estimated to use 209 GJ. That is 14.0% higher than the demand
for TMY Lakefront, and 37.5% higher than TMY Erie PA. In the next year, July 2020, CD

in Ashtabula was 199 GJ which was 8.3% larger than TMY’s Lakefront (183 GJ), and
30.6% higher than TMY Erie, PA (152 GJ).
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Figure 51: Ashtabula vs TMY July 2019 CD
Two hourly temperature line graphs below (Figure 52 and Figure 53) allow for a
closer look at the causes of such CD numbers. In the red rectangles, large differences in
temperature are enclosed. The first graph shows a comparison between TMY Lakefront

and MC 2019 Ashtabula, while the second one includes TMY Erie PA instead. Two major

periods of MC temperature higher than Cleveland Lakefront temperature were identified.

The differences reach 9°C.
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Figure 52: Ashtabula vs Lakefront July 2019 - temperature
Figure 53 displays distinguishable temperature differences. Hourly variations are
also around 9°C, but it is the frequent occurrence of these temperature variations that

provides explanation of why the CD in Ashtabula was 37.5% higher than in Erie PA.

Figure 53: Ashtabula vs Erie Pa July 2019 - temperature
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5.6.3.2 Ashtabula Heating
Figure 54 contains a comparison of the extreme case, February 2015. MC HD for

February 2015 was 81.0% larger than what TMY Lakefront would suggest. 37.0%

difference in HD for February between Erie and Ashtabula 2015 also creates a significant
contrast. February 2015 was a peak value in that year, (1140 5GJ), while in the TMY

dataset, the heating peak was observed in January, with 1052 GJ. The difference between
these two peaks is 8.0%. For comparison, results from January’s Erie dataset, (961 GJ)
make MC peak monthly value 18.6 % higher than the Erie’s peak value. For January and

February combined, the MC data required 30.0% more GJ of heating than the Lakefront
TMY’s prediction, and 21.9% from Erie’s average sum.

Figure 54: Ashtabula vs TMY winter 2015 HD
Figure 55 shows a complete comparison of Erie PA and Cleveland-Lakefront to
Ashtabula’s winter months. Apart from the freezing winter of 2015, February in the

following years brought some relief, keeping the heating demand around 700 GJ. March
TMY’s estimate seems to be spot on, regardless of the dataset used.
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Comparing two TMY datasets, it is observed that in the Lakefront dataset, December and
January were much cooler than February and March. That change was smoother for Erie
PA. While December and January at the Lakefront required 17.0% and 8.6% more heating

respectively, TMY anticipated February, and March in Erie PA to be colder.

Figure 55: Ashtabula vs TMY winter HD

An interesting situation was identified in December. The results show that
Decembers were much colder according to TMY datasets, than in recent years (2015, 2019,
and 2020) with MC data. An exception was December of 2005, where MC Ashtabula was

colder than in TMY Erie PA by 8.0% in HD. Decembers in years 2015, 2019, and 2020
however, needed noticeably lower HD.
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Figure 56: Ashtabula vs TMY December HD

TMY datasets represent average temperature values based on years 1991 to 2005.
Comparing to the recent years, both TMY datasets, and MC for 2005, show relatively high
HD in December. More recent MC datasets should be brought into a comparison to draw

a conclusion. However, based on the ones tested, a winter season shift may be happening.
Despite being in the same climate zone, it would be hard to choose which TMY

dataset would be more accurate for a simulation in Ashtabula since there are such large
differences between them.

5.6.4 Marion
Marion is 50 miles away from Columbus, and 40 miles from Mansfield. All three

cities are located over 60 miles away from the Lake Erie, which means they are minimally

affected by the lake MC. The purpose of the comparison of these locations is to check the
accuracy of TMY data over a larger testing area without accounting for the lake MC.
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Figure 57: Marion vs Mansfield and Columbus distances - map

5.6.4.1 Marion Cooling

Cooling comparison between the summer of 2019 in Marion and TMY data for
Columbus and Mansfield is graphed below. Differences between the two TMY datasets are

minimal. July’s CD according to MC in 2019 indicated a 12.4% increase from Columbus

dataset.
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Figure 58: Marion vs TMY summer CD

5.6.4.2 Marion Heating
HD presented in Figure 59 and temperature graph in Figure 60 show a tremendous
dominance of the year 2015. Strong winter touched Marion. January and February
combined caused the HD to be over 62.8% higher than Columbus’ average. Between

Columbus and Mansfield, the latter has stronger winters. Nevertheless, for January and

February, Marion’s HD was still 40.0% higher than the TMY for Mansfield. For

comparison, that difference between Marblehead and Cleveland Hopkins was 19.0%. Even

in March, when winter usually fades away, Marion’s simulated heating usage in 2015

exceeded the January’s peak of Columbus TMY data. This pattern behavior is different
from the pattern of the cities by the lake. The winter in Marion was a colder than in

Marblehead, since the HD for January and February in Marion was 26.0% larger than in
Marblehead.
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Figure 59: Marion vs TMY winter HD

Figure 60: Columbus vs Marion Jan-Feb 2015 - temperature

Although summer 2019 differences in Marion were not as expressive as in the

lakeside locations, winter 2015, caused substantial variations between the MC and TMY
sets.
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5.6.2 Map Summary

Map in Figure 61 shows MC stations, and their July 2019 cooling values for the
Music Building. Stations located 5 - 15 miles away from the lake, Ashtabula, Huron, Elyria

have the lowest CD. Stations located 0 - 5miles away from the lake, Marblehead and

Cleveland Lakefront have similar CD as stations located around 40 miles south of them.
Marblehead, Toledo and Findlay, stations most west of the tested stations, have the highest

CD.

From this map it can be concluded that stations located closer to the lake experience
larger variations in CD between each other, than stations further than 50 miles away from
the shore. The difference in CD between 50-mile apart Marblehead and Elyria is 16.2%,
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whereas the difference between similarly distant Akron and Mansfield is almost negligible.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the map about discussed MC stations and
their closest TMY equivalents.

1. If picked only based on July 2019 MC results, it seems that for a correct estimate

of energy demand in a location near Marblehead, the TMY station in Toledo should

be picked instead of Cleveland Hopkins stations. Toledo and Marblehead share the

almost the same CD in July, which in Cleveland Hopkins is 5.0% lower.
2. Elyria and Hopkins are only 20 miles away, and yet Hopkins’ cooling is 9.6%

larger than Elyria’s.
3. The CD for Cleveland Lakefront is 5.2% higher than Ashtabula
4. The difference in CD between Marion and Mansfield is almost negligible.
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Figure 62: MC vs TMY % differences - map

Map in Figure 62 depicts a graphical comparison of the degree of differences in July

2019 between the MC stations and their closest TMY station. The following can be
concluded:

1. For all locations in July 2019, MC CD is higher than TMY.
2. The largest differences, over 30.0% are found between TMY Erie PA and MC

Ashtabula, as well as TMY and MC for Findlay.

3. In July 2019 Toledo and Marblehead had almost exact CD, but according to TMY
data, Cleveland-Hopkins is closer to describing Marblehead’s summer weather
pattern.
4. The smallest differences (<10.0%) are observed in Elyria and Huron in comparison

to Cleveland-Hopkins and MC Columbus in comparison with TMY Columbus.
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5. TMY does not represent accurate CD assessment not only in regard to locations
with a 20-50-mile radius of the TMY station such as Ashtabula, Elyria,

Marblehead, and Marion, but also between MC and TMY data of the same location,
which the best example are Findlay, Akron, Toledo, and Erie PA.

The Ohio map in Figure 63 shows the HD behavior in the selected MC stations
during an extreme period, February 2015. Differences between most of the stations vary

from 2.0%-6.0%. The most distinctive HD is in Marion, which is 27.0% larger than

located 50 miles away Mansfield.
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All variations presented in Figure 64 describe by how much MC HD is larger than the
closest TMY HD. In all locations HD for February 2015 was underestimated by 26.0% to
89.0%. Locations by the lakeshore experience greater dissimilarities than inland regions.

A few conclusions based on the tested locations include:
1. Toledo is closer to representing Marblehead than Cleveland. July 2019 in Figure
61 shows the opposite.
2. Mansfield is much closer to representing Marion than Columbus.

3. Cleveland Lakefront underestimates HD in Ashtabula for February 2015 by 81.0%,
while Erie PA by 36.0%. According to July 2019, Cleveland Lakefront better
describes the CD.
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4. Cleveland Lakefront and Findlay show the largest discrepancies between the MC

and TMY datasets measured from the same location (72.0% and 57.0%

respectively).
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CHAPTER VI

MICROCLIMATE DATA ACCESSIBILITY

If the process of converting MC data to EP format was automated, it would benefit

in more than one way. It would open up the possibility of including MC data in everyday
energy simulations, and it would make the research for sustainable energy buildings more
efficient. This section explains VIFI infrastructure which could be a potential solution for

automating MC simulations process.

6.1 VIFI
Yimin Zhu, Yong Tao and William J Tolone, underlined the role of large amount
of data in energy modeling, and the current difficulties in accessing the data from the

shareability, privacy and size point of view [34]. They proposed a new approach which
goes around these challenges. An approach, in which not the raw data is transported, but
data analytics. This computational framework eliminated the movement of massive data

by performing an analysis on the raw data and sending the user only the derived data [35].
Using python code as a backbone it can access the database and provide the user the

requested fragmented data [34]. VIFI resolves the issue of transporting hundreds of GB of
data files, and the privacy issue. VIFI works as a middleman between the data and the user,

and therefore the user does not have direct access to the data. VIFI has successfully
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developed a building performance simulation case, in which light and occupancy data were

transformed into schedules compatible with EP.

VIFI technology could be a breakthrough in building energy simulations, and when
it comes to popularizing data that involves a straightforward, but time-consuming process,
such as converting MC data to EPW. VIFI would access the raw data at the weather station,

process it, extract, and filter, so the user receives a file ready to use for EP simulation. This

would make it very quick and easy for the user to run MC simulations in EP, and therefore

benefit in more accurate research.

VIFI is a great tool that allows for a data analysis that was originally infeasible and
impractical to download. Adding a visual tool would facilitate the results analysis.

Therefore, in support of the full analytical lifecycle, a visual analytic interface is beneficial.

6.2 Data Visualization
This section was worked on by collaborating with Issac Cho, Assistant Professor in
Computer Science at Utah State University and Abdullah-Al-Raihan Nayeem, Graduate
Research Assistant at The Ribarsky Center for Visual Analytics, University of North
Carolina in Charlotte.
A Visual Analytics Framework, (VAF) was developed to help data owners,
researchers, and analysts to manage the data infrastructure and better understand the results

thanks to visual analytics [35]. VAF mediates user’s direct interaction with external servers
and facilitates data analysis on a web-based graphical user interface. Results can be

presented in the form of line graphs, column charts and geospatial maps. Nayeem et al.
developed two use cases, “Earth Science” and SHBE. The goal of the “Earth Science” use

case was to develop an interface for future projections on climate change. NASA Earth
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Exchange published climate projections that constitute of monthly average temperature and

precipitation data for the U.S. from 1985 to 2099. VAF used multiple scripts to summarize
data from different perspectives, which could be reconfigured based on the user’s

preference. Grouped by region, the visualized results contained monthly and yearly
summaries of temperature and precipitation. In the SHBE case, the visualization described

the probability of the light switch behavior. The output is presented as a scatter plot, and
the whole graphic interface is customized by selecting switch-on, switch-off.

Data visualization framework can be used as an interactive tool that allows the user
to compare MC and TMY temperature data, as well as explore their HD and CD results.

Figure 65 shows the current work of MC data visualization, which includes five features.

The line graph on the bottom of Figure 65 shows a monthly comparison of temperature
data between MC and TMY. When hovering over the graph, the user can select a weekly

period for which a temperature graph appears on the top. Additionally, for every hour of
the selected week, little color-coded maps show the temperature intensity distribution in

NYC. Dark red represents areas with the highest temperature. After clicking on the small

map, enlargement appears on the right side. The column graph below the map compares

monthly CD and HD based on MC and TMY data. So far, no remote data access was
developed. Data for a sample period was downloaded and processed to produce the

graphical results.
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Figure 65: Current MC data visualization

In the future this visualization tool can make MC energy demands easily accessible,
while also considering the average TMY’s energy consumption predictions. Three
suggested use cases that are planned to be implemented are described below.

6.2.1 Schematic 1

The first case (Figure 66) would be used as a conversion tool, that writes raw MC
data into an EP compatible format. The user enters location coordinates, time period, and

variable(s) (temperature, relative humidity, or wind speed). According to the user’s input,

VIFI extracts the requested data from the NYC MC server and writes it into a CSV format,
which then is converted to EP Weather format. The user then can download the converted

file and run it with EP on their own.
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Figure 66: VIFI case 1
6.2.2 Schematic 2

The second case for the website would be performing a comparison of the MC dry
bulb temperature, (or other selected variable) with the TMY dry bulb temperature. The

purpose of this comparison is to help the user decide if they want to perform the energy
demand comparison as well, and therefore avoid downloading unnecessary files. If from
the weather graph the user does not see interesting weather conditions, they can stop there
and change their input, for example the run period. The Visualization Website comparison

could be extended to informing the user of the number of days when MC temperature was
higher or lower than TMY by a selected percentage. For example, the website could say

that July 2019 MC temperature in Marblehead is considerably hotter than TMY Toledo,

because 20 out of 31 days experienced higher temperature by 10.0%. If the user decides it

is worth it to view the cooling and heating alternations, VIFI will prepare the CSV weather
data in EPW format for the user to download and run with Energy Plus.
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Figure 67: VIFI case 2

In Figure 67, similarly as in Figure 66, based on the user’s input, VIFI extracts the

requested data from the NYC MC server. For MC vs TMY comparison, VIFI will have the
TM weather file for New York ready in CSV format. The comparison is presented with

Data Visualization. Then, the user has a choice to change the input and see another weather

comparison or to request VIFI to convert the MC CSV to EPW, so that the user can
download it and run EP on their own.

6.2.3 Schematic 3

The final step would be to link Energy Plus to VIFI and the Data Visualization
Portal. With Energy Plus blended with the website, the user would not have to leave the

website to perform energy simulations separately or download any data. With the EP
simulation running in the background, the user will select the location for the MC weather
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file, upload their building IDF file to the Visualization website, and in return the website

will display the heating and cooling loads results. Schematic in Figure 68 shows an

organized workflow of the process. It is divided into three sections, “User”, “VIFI”, and
“External Servers”.
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Figure 68: VIFI Case 3
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The user enters location coordinates, time period, and variable (temperature,

windspeed, relative humidity). VIFI takes this input and extracts the data from the NYC
MC server. From the TMY server, VIFI takes the TMY file in EPW format for the closest
location to the required coordinates and converts it to CSV format. The requested variable

results are shown in graphs by Data Visualization. Then, the user can decide to proceed
with viewing the energy demand comparison for this period, location, and variable, or

change the input. Ifthe user decides to change the input, the process ofvisualizing weather
data will repeat. If the user decides to keep the original input, and run EP simulation with

it, they will be asked to input their IDF building file. VIFI converts the MC CSV file to
EPW and requests from Energy Plus server to run with the IDF file submitted by the user.

For comparison with TMY data, VIFI takes the original TMY file in the EPW format, and

requests from EP to simulate with the same IDF file as before. The results are retrieved
from EP and prepared for Data Visualization.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

7.1 Summary
More frequent occurrences of heat waves and human induced climate change call
for solutions for increased energy demand. Adequate energy predictions are the first step
that can be taken to resolve the issue. 15-year average weather datasets do not keep up with
the changes in MC atmospheric conditions. Neglecting information from MC energy

simulations in HVAC designs might result in power outages, especially during the summer
due to high demand for electricity needed for cooling.

This study explored the effect of UHI, which resulted in discovering that CD
downtown Manhattan is 17.6% higher than at the JFK Airport, and 26.0% higher from JFK

TMY. July 18th - 21st 2020 was a 4-day heatwave of max daily temperature above 35°C. It

was the reason why cooling in Manhattan was 24.9% higher than JFK MC, and 32.7%
higher than JFK TMY. The second heatwave, July 26-28th 2020 identified cooling in

Manhattan as 15.4% higher than JFK MC, and 79.3% higher than JFK TMY.

The Ohio case study was meant to compare the energy variations between the cities
where MC data is available and their closest TMY equivalent. In July 2019 with MC Data,

a large school building in Marblehead would use 27.5% more energy for cooling, than what
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simulation with Toledo’s TMY simulation predicts. Additionally, the MC effects of Lake

Erie were studied by comparing the CD for all MC stations tested. It was concluded that in
July 2019, stations within a short distance from the lake, < 20 miles, experienced larger

variations between each other than inland stations (> 50 miles). The difference in CD for
separated by 20 miles Elyria and Cleveland-Hopkins was 9.9%. For comparison, the same

difference between Akron and Mansfield was merely 0.4%, despite the 60-mile distance.
More research studying the behavior of lake MC would benefit managing the
information about climate change. Although right now, MC simulations are very time
consuming, an automated process of transforming MC weather data designed by VIFI, and

Visualization Portal can be a tremendous relief for the researchers working on building

energy efficiency and energy auditors. Enabling effortless simulations for desired location
and period of time, VIFI could contribute to monitoring changes in MC, and therefore,
allowing the HVAC designers to create more efficient solutions.

7.2 Limitations
This study has limitations due to the accuracy of MC data from NOAA, as there
were single data points missing. For this research, singular missing data points were
interpolated, and larger missing data points were not included in simulations.

7.3 Future Work
1. With the rapid urbanization and uniqueness of each city, MC is a topic that should

be constantly monitored.
2. More exploration on lake MC and its influence on energy demand is needed.

3. Future studies can focus on other MC causes, like deforestation.
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4. Collaboration with VIFI and Data Visualization should be continued to make MC

data easily accessible and open source, as more research on this concept is

beneficial for us all.
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APPENDIX

Figure 69: Music Building mechanical room

Figure 70: Music Building second floor
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Figure 71: Music Building third floor
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Figure 72: Music Building fourth floor

Figure 73: Music Building Auditorium
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